Your guide to

Sky Talk Shield

Answer the calls you want
Block the ones you don’t

Talk Shield automatically screens calls to all of your home phones once activated. You can listen to who’s calling you and then choose from the following options:

Press 1
to accept the call just once

Press *
to answer the call and add the number to your Star list

Press #
to reject the call and add the number to your Block List

Press 9
to send a call to your Sky Voicemail (if your voicemail is activated)

Manage Sky Talk Shield from your phone at anytime:

Dial 1780
to access the Talk Shield Menu

Dial 1781
to add the last caller to your Star List

Dial 1783
to add the last caller to your Block List

For more information go to www.sky.com/talkshieldhelp
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How it works

1. Someone tries to call you
2. Talk Shield intercepts and blocks calls from ‘robots’
3. If it’s a person, your phone rings and Talk Shield tells you who it is
4. Choose to accept or block the call
5. You can easily add the number to your Star or Block List

Not activated Talk Shield yet? Go to www.sky.com/talkshield to activate